
TIGER
Born in

 1938, 1950, 1962, 1974, 1986, 1998, 2010, 2022

Career

Wealth

Relationships

Health

While 2024 presents a turbulent year for your career and wealth, the Lu Ma moving star shines
overhead, lighting up the career path for those in the IT or consulting fields that require the gift of the
gab. Singles can look forward to discovering love, while couples need to remember that two tigers
can share a mountain with proper communication. This is the time to dress yourself in bright colours,
perform acts of kindness, and maintain a roaring spirit.

Career: 2.5 Stars
2024 looks to be a middling year for career development. Employees can expect to encounter
obstacles at work, so maintaining a positive relationship with your superiors will be vital. The Lu Ma
moving star indicates a busy year ahead, and you may find your benefactors among females of the
Snake, Goat, and Ox zodiac signs. Amidst this year's promising international ventures, seize the chance
to fortify business ties. Extend invitations to your network for an unforgettable dining experience that
might help you solidify those crucial deals!

Wealth: 2 Stars
Be careful as unexpected cash flow issues may befall you in 2024. It may be prudent to seek help
from financial experts to assist you in money matters this year. When it comes to business
opportunities overseas, remember that a tireless tiger hunts best. Overseas assignments will work out
with enormous gains for you.

Relationships: 4.5 Stars
The romantic plains may begin rough, but they will smooth out as the year progresses. Tigers in a
stable relationship can consider taking the leap and even growing your pack. The jungle is alive with
potential mates for singles, so turn up your charm. A little financial rain does not have to mean the end
of your relationship. For married individuals, the support from your loved ones can help to turn the
crisis around.

Health: 1.5 Stars
With inauspicious stars lurking, there will be issues with both health and safety for Tigers in 2024.
Young Tigers (born in 1986 and 1998) should use your vivacious energy wisely and avoid dangerous
high-risk activities. Be careful while you’re on the road, avoid attending funerals, and be careful with
what you eat. Respect and honour your parents and you might find yourself basking in their
protection.

Lucky Number                                               Lucky Colours
2368                                                                          Red, Yellow, Blue, Green

Auspicious Directions                                 Auspicious Crystals
West, North                                                             Lapis Lazuli, Amethyst, Citrine, Aquamarine
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